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,--------- LEGAL NOTICE --------.., 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the Depart
ment of Energy, nor any of their employees, nor any of their con
tractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, 
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for 
the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information, appa
ratus, product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would 
not infringe privately owned rights. 



ELECTRONIC CONTROJ.LEH DEVELOPMENT AND 
EVALUATION OF CONTROL STRATEGIES* 

LAHRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY 
Contract Number 
l~-7405-ENG-48 

Mi.chnel Wahlig and ~fashuri Harren 

OCTOBER 1977 - SEPTEMBER 1978 

OBJECTIVE 

This project has three main objectives: 1) the 
development of a relatively inexpensive electronic 
controller that will be capable of operating a solar 
heating and cooling system in a near-optimized manner; 
2) use of this controller and the LBL experimental so
lar controller test facility to compare experimentally 
the value of alternative control algorithms under a 
variety of input meteorological conditions and output 
load demands; and 3) determination of the relative 
performances of this controller and more complex con
trol systems. 

BACKGROUND 

The controller being developed is intermediate in 
complexity and cost between the simple, low-cost dif
ferential thermostat type and the elaborate, higher
cost microprocessor-based models. It would control 
system operation according to a preprogrammed algm;ithm 
that translates operating state conditions (e.g.,· 
fluid temperatures or switch positions at various lo
cations in the heating and cooling system) into a set 
of operating instructions (e.g., open or close valves, 
turn pumps on or off). The control algorithm is con
tained in a Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) chip 
that is a discrete plug-in component in the elec.tronic 
circuitry. Therefore, the operating algorithm can be 
changed by simply interchanging this integrated-circuit 
(IC) component. An experimental solar heating and 
cooling system was designed and constructed to test 
and exercise the controller. This heating and cooling 
system serves as an experimental facility for testing 
the performance of alternative control algorithms for 
a variety of input meteorological conditions and out
put load demands. The relative performance of differ
ent types of controllers can also be quantitatively 
determined using this exper.imental facility. The 
m.ea.sure of performance is the amount (and cost) of the 
auxiliary hack-up energy saved for different control 
stt:ategien. The experimental evaluaUon <Jf the cost-· 
eff£cti.veilt~!;s of alt~rnalive cont.~ollcr·s a1~d cot~Lr·cJl 

Htrat.eg1.e::; is expected to he t:he prim:1ry outr•ut C1 f this 
project, The development of l he contl:o ller and t.lH' 
c·xpc·dmental facf,lity have been described in det;;il 
elsewhere. 1 • 2 • 3 • 1 

SUMNARY ------

The major activities during FY 1978 involved im
provements of the experimental test facility. The 

*This work has been supported'by the So]ar Heating and 
Cooling Research and Development Branch, Office of Con
servation and Solar Applications, U.S. Department of 
Energy. 

facility is being equipped with simulators for the heat 
from solar collectors and for the building load, driven 
by the same input meteorological data. Instrumentation 
has been added to the facility, and heat balance tests 
using solar collector and simulator heat input have 
been carried out. In addition, heat loss experiments 
have been conducted without any heat input or load. 
The TR:-ISYS computer program was employed to predict 
system performance and the results were compared with 
experimental measurements. Recent work is described in 
reference 5. 

TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Instrumentation. A ma'jor development in FY 1978 
was the implementation of the data acquisition and ex
periment control system. An hp-9825A microcomputer 
arrived in November 1977 and has been interfaced with 
the 100 channel data logger, 1~ith the multiprogrammer, 
and with the solar controller. The microcomputer will 
perform four major functions in future experiments: 
1) data acquisition and on line data reduction, 2) 
building load and response simulation, 3) solar collec
tor response simulation,' and 4) controller status moni
toring and microcomputer override. Additional memory, 
for a total of 24 kbytes, was installed in August 1978. 
All thermocouples and temperature sensors have been 
wired int.b the data logger and are available to the 
microcomputer for data acquisition and experiment con
trol. The microcomputer incorporates building and col
lector response models.. Meteorological and insolati.on 
data are required to solve the response model equations 
and the standard DOE weather tapes for the various re
gions can be used to generaie these inputs. Thns the 
experime.ntal facility can b.e operated under diverse 
simulated weather and load conditions to test solar 
control strategies. 

Collector simulator. A "pseudocol]ect:or" boiler 
was part~Ct!~;;-Tnit~i~;{]£aciU.ty design. The boiler 
output passes through a tempcr<Hure control V<tlve that 
alloHs prec.lse adjtwt:ment: of: t:h(' output ter.tperatun·. 
ln t.ht.• init.Lll. dehign tlle pseudoc...-,llecLL)r wa·~ ':s.taved': 
to fo11P\V th,, Putpqt n.f the ronf collect0r .TrL.l:,·. 

llo\V<'Vt~r, rq•roduclb:llity <>f ''xperiatental conditionf; is 
essent l al. for quontitat.:tv" c.<>f•1J'<ll·ison of the perf or
mance of altc,l·nati\'e control strategies, so the collec-
tor output is now simulated. An elect.ro-nwchanical 
collector output simulator tracks a progrmmned temper
ature curve on a stripchart recorder to define the 
pseudocollector output. In future experiments the mi
crocomputf;r Hill generate the output temperature infor
mation for the pseudocol]ector using solar insolation 
data, weather data, measured system paranwters, and a 
standard collector response mode]. In this way a wide 
range of reproducible system input conditions can be 
simulated. 
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Jluildi!!!Ll.£-'d _:s_i_~Jl_l_!_l a ti01~ The fabrication of an 
automated "pscudoload" air flmv ch:mnel, designed to 
simulate the air f101v across the heating or cooU.ng 
coil in the furnace ductwork in a residential system, 
is nearly completed except for delivery of two safety 
switches. This subsystem construction has been one of 
the major FY 1978 tasks. The purpose of the load 
simulator is to provide a controlled and reproducible 
residential building load isolated from the inappro
priate laboratory environment in which the solar sys
tem is actually located. Both heating and cooling 
loads can be simulated. The temperature within the 
ductwork is carefully controlled by an electric duct 
heater and an air conditioner. The microcomputer 
gives an on/off control signal to the air conditioner 
if the inlet air temperature is too high, and gives a 
proportional control signal to the duct heater if the 
air temperature is too low. Using weather· data and a 
building load response model 'the microcomputer \vill 
also calculate load demand· information; thus the mi
crocomputer will serve as the demand thermostat for 
the controller. 

Computer modeli.ng. The TRNSYS program was used 
to calculate system performance for comparison with 
experimental measurements. Comparisons were made for 
several different modes of the solar system operation, 
and, in general, agreement between measured and cal
culated values was quite satisfactory. Somewhat less 
close agreement was observed for low flow conditions 
when only the heat input subsystem was involved (no 
load). Efforts have been made to improve the model 
for such low-flow modes of operation by revising the 
method of representing the storage tank. Simple con
trollers were also studied with the computer model. A 
study of on/off controllers with low offset and hys
teresis values ran into numerical convergence problems. 
Similar problems developed in studies involving propor
tional control schemes. Only on/off controls with 
fairly high offset (200C) and low hysteresis (1.5°C) 
settings ran successfully. Rea lis tic flO\v-rate values 
were used throughout the runs. The static equations 
used to describe components in TRNSYS apparently 
caused the convergence problem. To study the control 
algorithms more precisely and realistically, some 
TRNSYS equations may need to be modified to include 
short-term dynamic effects. This problem is now being 
addressed by researchers at Drexel University and at 
the present time we have no plans to pursue this com
puter modeling of control algorithms. 

Heat balance tests. The energy flows from the 
collector loop and Fr-om storage should exactly balance 
the energy flows to the load, to storage, and loss to 
the emhfent afr. The heat input and load subsystems 
wer•" m·m.l t nn:d c;n't' fldl y. Pre" i sion flow and tempera
tL:_rc· r:.~:iJf-l_;t~t~r·t:nt.s \>lt~·r'' recorded and used to r.aJcu1ate 
ht:t!L ·:1!:·.-.Lr _tri .. ·:·~ 1)\h~··~ tlme intervals of typically 5 to 
l) ud.r;~.t o:-'-.. : l 10J't.·-~ Hel"t~ nwdP to c.Pnt.rol nnd/Or moni-
._,,. -~1 ;· 1_;1"'·..: -,,t_:_t:-1:1 lbe sy~tr·m~ 1'ht: :.:>LOL'J£t:! 

l.l;lk 1 L~.; v.-'t'; t·,·-~···:<l1t:d to t~lim-inate vapor losses. ThE! 

l-t•JJ•-;.·t_._;r dl:ti·ting hy~;r(~m was modi.fle:d to prevent mi.x
ing •\i.r '.-Ji.t.h tt.e return fluid, so that uniform heat 
ex~. han[';<' and fl.ov1 c.onditions would persist throughout 
the experimental runs. The tlwn11al characteristics of 
the fluid were measured and the storage volume v:as de.-: 
termincd and periodically checked. Extensive heat 
loss measurements were used to derive an empirical 
heat Joss equation as a function of the temperature 
difference between the central axi.s of the storage 
tank and the ambient air. The error in heat balance, 
defined as the unaccounted-for energy flow divided by 
the incoming energy flow, depends cdtically on the 
accuracy of the flowrate and temperature measurements. 

The digital flow rate measurement i.s accurate to less 
than 1%. The calibrated temperature sensors are accur
ate to ±o.1°c. The copper-constantan thermocouples 
\Jere found to be accurate to about ±o. soc. Hiring the 
thermocouples in pairs produced temperature difference 
measurements accurate to about ±o.l°C. The average 
error in heat balance for the initial set of day-long 
experi.mental runs was about 7% with a spread of 1% to 
12% for individual runs. The goal has been to reduce 
these errors to 5% or less, so that the auxi.liary en
ergy use for various control strategies can be deter
mined to \vithin 5%. Experimental tests incorporating 
improvements to the instrumentation that were run dur
ing the latter part of FY 1978 indicate that this is a 
reali.sti.c goal. 

FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Contract activities. Upon completion of the 
building load simulator, the experimental evaluation 
of alternative control algorithms will begin. The 
first series of test runs will compare system perfor
mance for a reasonable set of algorithms usi.ng the LBL
developed controller. The experimental program will 
then expand to include proportional flO\v modes. Modi
fications to the controller .and to certain actuators 
should allow testing of proportional £10\v algorithms, 
and thus their comparison with on/off strategies. 
Plans also call for the testing of commercially-avail
able controllers. The experimental program of testing 
the performance (and calculating the resulting econom
ics) of alternative control strategies will continue 
throughout FY 1979. Comparisons cif simple on/off vs. 
simple proportional controllers should be followed by 
the testing and evaluation of more complex operating 
strategies, using microprocessor controllers. One of 
the objectives \vill be to determine \~hether optimized 
control strategies are cost-effective for the operation 
of fairly simple solar systems scaled for residential 
buildings' By FY 1979, controller investigations by 
several other groups should be completed or in advanced 
phases. LBL will seek to identify and carry out tasks 
that would complement and enhance the producti.veness 
of these other projects; e.g., by testing advanced con
trollers or n~w control strategies. 

Post-Contract activities. FollO\~ing successful 
operation and evaluation of the LBL-dcveloped electron
ic controller, steps will be taken to transfer this 
technology to the commercial sector. The advice of 
consultants with experience in the controls industry 
will be used in this task. The possible applications 
of this type of controller for non-solar uses, such as 
for energy conservation in commercial or industrial 
buildings, will also r-,~ exp]or<?d. 
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